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The latest news and headlines from Yahoo! News. Get breaking news stories and in-depth coverage with videos and photos.

Baltimore police: 2 killed, another injured in shootings Sunday. One man was killed and another was injured in two shootings Sunday night, Baltimore police said. Police said a 29-year-old man died at an area hospital after he was shot around 9:45 p.m. in the 2500 block of Boyd Street in Southwest Baltimore. About an hour.

Canadian news and headlines from around the world. Live breaking news, national news, sports, business, entertainment, health, politics and more from CTVNews.ca. Watch breaking news videos, from Canada, and around the world. Daily top stories and updated news
headlines.
News articles and galleries from PEOPLE.com.
Sky News delivers breaking news, headlines and top stories from business, politics, entertainment and more in the UK and worldwide.
The best and most comprehensive coverage of all things Chicago, from crime to politics to Watchdog investigations, find it in the Chicago Sun-Times.
Get all the latest, breaking news on ITV News. Videos, stories and updates.
Read the latest Melbourne, Victorian, National and World News along with opinion and sport.
Read More Local News and Melbourne Updates at Herald Sun.
Latest breaking business news & headlines. Stay in touch with the latest happenings in Local and International organizations and financial sector.

CBS News: dedicated to providing the best in journalism under standards it pioneered at the dawn of radio and television and continue in the digital age.
is not news; is an opinion/analysis or advocacy piece. primarily concerns politics. has a title not taken from the article. has a pay wall or steals content. covers an already-submitted story. violates reddit's site-wide rules, especially regarding personal info. Your comment will likely be removed if it: is racist, sexist, vitriolic.
Get breaking news and the latest headlines on business, entertainment, politics, world news, tech, sports, videos and much more from AOL.
The latest UK and World news, from Mirror Online. Find the best stories, opinion, pictures and video on the day's events.
Comprehensive, up-to-date news coverage, aggregated from sources all over the world by Google News.
Technique Makes 'Touchable' Virtual Objects. Researchers at the University of Bristol have developed a technique using focused ultrasound that allows users the ability to feel virtual objects in mid-air. Science · 3D Printing Method Gets Closer to Nature. 00:38.
The best award winning journalists with unique and exclusive insights. News you can trust, opinions you can't ignore.
Breaking local news and comprehensive coverage of the Philadelphia region, nation and world from Philly.com, Philadelphia Inquirer and Philadelphia Daily News.
Breaking headlines and latest news from the UK and the World. Exclusives, live updates, pictures, video and comment from The Sun.
Denver news, including local Colorado news and stories, including health, environment, crime, courts, obituaries, education and marijuana.
Get breaking news headlines with the latest news from the US and current world news stories.
Read about the US government and economy, the Obama administration, and war in Iraq and Afghanistan.
News for Adelaide and beyond.
News24, South Africa's premier news source, provides breaking news on national, world, Africa, sport, entertainment, technology & more.
YouTube's news destination featuring comprehensive up-to-date coverage on the latest top stories, sports, business, entertainment, politics, and more.
NPR news, audio, and podcasts. Coverage of breaking stories, national and world news,
Politics, business, science, technology, and extended coverage of major national and world events.

Monday's papers: Campaign funders, killer flu, underground museum. The week in print news begins with pieces on presidential candidates running late with their campaign funds reporting, a child killed by the flu and the BBC listing a coming Helsinki landmark as one of the most interesting worldwide. 15.1. Vanki katselee.


1 hour ago. The US government partial shutdown is ending after Republicans and Democrats voted for a temporary funding bill. The Democratic leadership agreed to back the bill after accepting promises from Republicans for a debate later on the future of young illegal immigrants. President Donald Trump, who signed.

Get the latest news headlines from Raleigh, Fayetteville, Cary, Durham and Chapel Hill, plus the top stories from North Carolina and the nation.

News helps you stay on top of all the top stories. And the For You section makes sure you're seeing the stories you care about most.

Dallas News: your source for breaking news and analysis for Dallas-Fort Worth, Texas and around the world. Read it here, first.

Get the latest national, international, and political news at USATODAY.com.

Global News - breaking news & current latest Canadian news headlines; national weather forecasts & predictions, local news videos, money and financial news; sports stats and scores. The latest news from across Canada and around the world.

News, video, photos and commentary from your Irish Independent newspaper including Breaking, National, World, Sport and Business updates.

Find the latest breaking news and information on the top stories, weather, business, entertainment, politics, and more. For in-depth coverage, CNN provides special reports, video, audio, photo galleries, and interactive guides.

Montana becomes first state to implement net neutrality after FCC repeal (thehill.com). 110 points by erict15 36 minutes ago | hide | 10 comments. 2. Y Combinator is accepting applications for S18 (ycombinator.com). 83 points by V2hLe0ThslzRaV2 1 hour ago | hide | 31 comments. 3. 219 days of postmarketOS.

MANSHEAUTUCKET, Conn. -- Red Sox ace Chris Sale's leadership has extended this offseason to one of the most important arms in the organization. Left-hander Jay Groome is ranked the No. 1 Red Sox prospect by MLB Pipeline, and Sale wants to make sure the ultratalented 19-year-old gets the most out of his.

The Virginian-Pilot provides news from Norfolk, Virginia Beach, Chesapeake, Portsmouth and Suffolk.

THE Morgan Tsvangirai-led MDC Alliance has extended an olive branch to the other opposition coalition groups — People's Rainbow Coalition led by Joice Mujuru and Elton Mangoma's Coalition for Democrats — to come on board and form a broad grand coalition before the end of next month and contest the upcoming.

7 hours ago. Media mogul Rupert Murdoch on Monday called on Facebook to pay "trusted" news publishers a carriage fee, similar to the model used by cable companies, amid efforts by the social media company to fight misinformation on its platform.

Angry police officers to demonstrate against government. An angry officer of the Ghana Police Service has threatened to lead junior ranks in the service to stage a massive demonstration against their superiors and the government. The demonstration, the angry police officer who pleaded anonymity said on Adom FM's.
One person unaccounted for in house bus fire near Queenstown. A Fire Service spokesperson told 1 NEWS they were called to the incident at Lake Hawea around 11am. 54 min ago. 00:42. Seth Rance says the side want to keep their winning streak before facing Australia and England.


Daily news covering Toronto, the GTA, Canada and the world from the Star's award-winning journalists. Visit Canada's largest daily at thestar.com.

Kaspersky Lab is under fire in the US over concerns that it could provide its clients' private — and at times secret — information to the Russian government. A new investigation by Russian news site Meduza, published here exclusively in English, goes inside the battle for control of the company — a battle sources say was.

Visit Vatican News for all the latest updates on Pope Francis, the Holy See and the Church in the World.

Latest online news from Africa including breaking news in politics, business, sports and entertainment from citizen journalists.

Read the latest breaking news around the province as well as national and international news including images, videos, and community discussion.

Here we have the latest news within the immigration benefit world, handled by U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS). Both news media and general public can find important information about.

Rediff News - India's most trusted destination for latest India news, international news, top stories, newspaper columns, discussions, interviews and more.

Read the latest breaking news around Toronto as well as national and international news including images, videos, and community discussion.

Liverpool and Merseyside news from the Liverpool Echo, including the latest crime, politics, showbiz, health and opinion from the area.

MIT News is dedicated to communicating to the media and the public the news and achievements of the students, faculty, staff and the greater MIT community.

Vandy aims for another win at UT. Vanderbilt seniors are 3-0 at Tennessee's Thompson-Boling Arena. They'll try for 4-0 Tuesday night. 1 of 10. See more video. Skip in Skip. x. Embed. x. Share. CLOSE. Titans hire Vrabel. Tennessean writers Joe Rexrode and Jason Wolf discuss introductory press conference of Titans' new.

5 days ago . 2017 was a year of unrelenting bias, unfair news coverage, and even downright fake news. Studies have shown that over 90% of the media's coverage of President Trump is negative. Below are the winners of the 2017 Fake News Awards. 1. The New York Times' Paul Krugman claimed on the day of.

In depth and breaking Indianapolis-area news, crime, politics and education.

The latest breaking stories from Gulf News, including, analysis, videos and photos from Dubai, Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, UAE, Middle East, Europe, Asia & more.

Your trusted source for breaking news, analysis, exclusive interviews, headlines, and videos at ABCNews.com.

Read the Latest News On Business, Politics, Sports, Entertainment & Much More From India And Around The World At The Hindu.

No rival can match Auto Express' new car news. Covering everything from the hottest new car launches to the latest in-car entertainment gadgets.
Wenger and Mourinho about Mkhitaryan's transfer Armenia friend former US senator is awarded Congressional Gold Medal Turkey MP: Hrant Dink was killed in collaboration with bandits nested within authorities. load more. Video of the day. Kurds destroy 5 Turkish tanks in one day. Latest videos. All videos · 19:45.

Latest UK news, breaking news and current news, plus political news from Express.co.uk, all the latest breaking stories.

Latest news from Chicago and beyond. Find Chicago news and the world's top stories with the Chicago Tribune.

Comprehensive up-to-date news coverage, aggregated from sources all over the world by Google News.

Get all of the latest breaking local and international news stories as they happen, with up to the minute updates and analysis, from Ireland's National Broadcaster.

MIAMI — A Cuban teenager has died, days after doctors in Miami removed a 10-pound tumor from his face. The Miami Herald reports that 14-year-old Emanuel Zayas' condition went downhill. Trump praises Congress for ending government shutdown. January 22, 2018 | 3:40pm. President Trump on Monday praised.

Visit BBC News for up-to-the-minute news, breaking news, video, audio and feature stories. BBC News provides trusted World and UK news as well as local and regional perspectives. Also entertainment, business, science, technology and health news.


RT delivers latest news on current events from around the world including special reports, viral news and exclusive videos.

In-depth and breaking news from around North Jersey, including the surrounding areas of Bergen, Passaic, Hudson, Essex and Morris Counties.

News is information about current events. News is provided through many different media: word of mouth, printing, postal systems, broadcasting, electronic communication, and also on the testimony of observers and witnesses to events. It is also used as a platform to manufacture opinion for the population. Common topics.

Award-winning news and culture, features breaking news, in-depth reporting and criticism on politics, business, entertainment and technology.

Get the latest breaking news from Hamilton's online newspaper, www.thespec.com. Stay current with your local community, Ontario, Canada & the world.

The London festival will also feature DJ Khaled, J Cole, Wiley and dozens more rap and grime artists. Published: 9:21 AM. Wireless 2018 lineup announced, featuring Stormzy, Migos and Cardi B · Micro chips: Brussels' friteries get stylish redesign as mirrored shacks. Published: 9:15 AM. Micro chips: Brussels' friteries get.

Get the latest news on the Philippines and the world: nation, business, entertainment, sports, global Filipino and lifestyle in text, video and photos.

Read latest breaking news, updates, and headlines. Get information on latest national and international events & more.

Australia's most trusted source of local, national and world news. Comprehensive, independent, in-depth analysis, the latest business, sport, weather and more.

News Corp · Who We Are · About Us · Our Leadership · Our Businesses · Corporate Citizenship · Corporate Governance · Careers · Investor Relations · Stock Quotes & Charts · SEC Filings · Quarterly Earnings · Fundamentals · Presentations · Calendar · Contact Info · Information Request · Electronic Delivery · Tax.
Find latest news coverage of breaking news events, trending topics, and compelling articles, photos and videos of US and international news stories.

The official source for NFL news, schedules, stats, scores and more.

All the latest news in London, around the UK and the world from the London Evening Standard.

Latest news headlines, current events, photos, and exclusive stories from eyewitnesses in Asia, Middle East, and Africa.

Read the latest news stories in Windsor and Essex County. Read breaking Canadian and international news. Includes images, videos and community discussion.

Photos: Heaviest snowstorm in years cuts power, delays travel in Tokyo. January 22, 2018, 12:28:31 PM EST. A snowstorm hit Tokyo on Monday, dropping up to 23 cm (9 inches) of snow on downtown Tokyo, the most snow that the city has seen since 2014. UK 1/22.

Your source for entertainment news, celebrities, celeb news, and celebrity gossip. Check out the hottest fashion, photos, movies and TV shows!

Latest breaking news, including politics, crime and celebrity. Find stories, updates and expert opinion.

Get the latest local Detroit and Michigan breaking news and analysis, sports and scores, photos, video and more from The Detroit News.

UN agency for Palestine refugee launches global funding push after US aid cuts. The United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in the Near East (UNRWA) launched on Monday a global fundraising campaign to sustain resources for its education, health and other assistance programmes.


Driver stabs cyclist after unsafe overtake. A man will be charged over a road rage incident in which a cyclist alleges he was struck with a knife by a motorist in Perth. National Breaking News.

Go to NBCNews.com for breaking news, videos, and the latest top stories in world news, business, politics, health and pop culture.

The News International - latest news and breaking news about Pakistan, world, sports, cricket, business, entertainment, weather, education, lifestyle; opinion & blog | brings 24 x 7 updates.

The Mercury News is the leading source of breaking news, local news, business, sports, politics and more in San Jose, California and beyond.

Top stories and news highlights from around South Africa, Africa and across the globe as they happen. Read the latest local and International news on IOL today.

CNET news editors and reporters provide top technology news, with investigative reporting and in-depth coverage of tech issues and events.

Get the latest Malaysia news stories and opinions with focus on National, Regional, Sarawak and World News, as well as reports from Parliament and Court.